Seismic response of soil layer and its dynamic properties
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ABSTRACT: Seismic response of deep soil ground is studied by means of a deep down-hole array with special focus on soil damping evaluated in-situ and in the laboratory. The results are then discussed in the light of other research results of recent years to identify damping characteristics in seismic response of soil layers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Seismic response of soil layers or local soil amplification due to strong earthquakes plays an important role for the seismic safety of structures. Dynamic soil properties are among the decisive factors along with soil profiles, incident wave parameters, topographical and base-rock irregularities, etc.

To investigate these effects, enormous efforts for obtaining seismic response records by installing arrays of instrumentation in soil layers are now being made in many countries. In Japan, specifically, a great number of earthquake measurement sites have been established with multi-level down-hole array instrumentation systems in subsurface soils (Working Group for Strong Motion Arrays, 1989). Most of the earthquake measurement sites have not yet experienced earthquakes stronger than the JMA intensity V, strong enough to exert the non-linear behavior. One of the exceptions is the record during the 1980 earthquake (Tao et al., 1987) in which the maximum acceleration of 435 cm/sec² was measured at the surface and 154 cm/sec² at the depth of 28 m beneath volcanic soil layer due to a M=6.0 earthquake event.

In other countries like US and Taiwan, similar earthquake measurement sites employing the down-hole array are gradually increasing in number. In Lotung, located in a highly seismic area in the north-east of Taiwan, a comprehensive field test on the soil-structure interaction of a scaled building model has been carried out by employing a set of instruments including down-hole arrays in the foundation ground of saturated soft silty sand underlain by medium dense sand (Hadjian et al., 1991). In two-years time a quite a few earthquake motions have been obtained including two bigger events exceeding the acceleration of 200 cm/sec².

One of the important aims of these researches has been to identify dynamic soil properties like the shear modulus and the damping ratio to be used for evaluating seismic response. With regard to the modulus, the shear wave velocity measured in the field normally allows satisfactory evaluation of in-situ small strain modulus. While the modulus for larger strain level can no longer be directly evaluated in the field but in the laboratory test incorporating intact soil samples, it is essential to know to what extent the strain-dependent modulus degradation measured in the laboratory test can represent the actual soil performance during strong earthquakes. A couple of research works have made valuable contributions to this issue (e.g. Hadjian et al., 1991), though lots of efforts are still to be done to draw generalized conclusions.

With respect to the damping, a larger number of issues are still unsolved largely due to difficulties of making direct field measurements of the damping ratio. Although the damping ratio corresponding to small-strain level and larger-strain level as well can be measured in the laboratory these days by means of the cyclic loading test or the resonant column test, critical review on its applicability to the field is still remained to be thoroughly studied.

By virtue of widespread installations of the down-hole array of recent years, the soil modulus and damping can now be estimated by comparing the recorded multi-level earthquake motions with numerical analyses.

In the following, a typical research effort which has been carried out very recently in Japan by incorporating deep down-hole array earthquake measurements, laboratory soil tests and numerical analyses is introduced with a
special focus on importance of the evaluation of soil damping. The findings in the research are discussed together with other recent research results to confirm the present state of knowledge.

2. SITE CHARACTERISTICS AND SOIL PROPERTIES

The array was set up in X-site in a coastal flat area about 80km east of Tokyo by drilling several boreholes in the same site to accommodate the down-hole array instrumentation at nine different levels as shown in Fig.1. The deepest hole was drilled down to 502m from the ground surface so that the Pleiocene sedimentation rock with the shear-wave velocity of
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### Fig. 1 Boring Logging, P-S Logging and Down-hole Seismometers
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**Fig. 2 Shear Wave Velocity Compared with Laboratory Test Evaluation Using Intact Soil Samples.**
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**Fig. 3 Variation of Shear Modulus Ratio and Damping Ratio against Shear Strain Amplitude Evaluated by Cyclic Triaxial Test.**
650m/sec was reached. Above the rock a rather
uniform horizontal layer consisting of Pleisto-
cene cemented fine sand of about 480m thick is
resting with a thin horizontal gravelly layer
of about 2.5m thick and a loose to medium sand
surface layer of 16m thick capping it. The P-
and S-wave velocities measured down to 502m by
the FS logging method are shown in Fig.1,
indicating the shear-wave velocity almost
monotonically increasing with depth.

Soil sampling was executed in shallower layers
to provide high-quality intact samples for
laboratory tests. A triple tube sampler was
employed to recover uncemented or slightly
cemented fine sand down to 30m from the ground
surface, whereas a refined sampling technique
called as in-situ freezing sampling method was
applied to the gravelly layer of 16 to 18.5m in
depth. This sampling method has been developed
in recent years for obtaining an intact sample
of gravels of 50cm in diameter with least
disturbance in micro-structure of soil due to
sampling (Kokusho 1987). The samples were set
in a triaxial apparatus to make a cyclic load-
ing test under in-situ effective confining
stress. In these tests an improved type of
test apparatus was used in which the soil
strain of the order of 10^-4 can be reliably
measured with the help of a non-contact type
displacement gage (Kokusho 1980).

Small strain moduli thus measured are converted
and compared with the shear wave velocity
obtained by the in-situ S-wave logging as
illustrated in Fig.2. A fairly good agreement
in the comparison seems to indicate the reli-
ability of the laboratory test based on the
intact samples. Fig.3 shows the results of the
triaxial tests in terms of the variations of the
shear modulus ratio, G/Go, and the damping
ratio, h, against the dynamic strain amplitude
in which G and G0 represent the shear moduli
corresponding to a certain level and to an
infinitely small level respectively.

3. MEASURED SEISMIC RESPONSE

Twenty five earthquake records were obtained
Among them the largest magnitude was M=6.0 with
the epicentral distance Δ=27km and the largest
value of the peak horizontal acceleration at
the ground surface 114cm/sec^2 in a M=5.2
earthquake event with Δ=43km. In Fig.4, an
example of the recorded motions are shown for
an event of M=4.9 and Δ=12km.

Fig.5 shows the distribution of the peak
horizontal acceleration amplification along the
depth with respect to the reference value at the
deepest GI point (CL-502m) for the 25 recorded
earthquakes. It is noted that the amplification
factors do not increase but stay almost constant
from the deepest GI point up to the depth of 17m
below the surface. Marked amplification takes
place solely in the top part shallower than 17m.
These amplification characteristics are quite
similar in two perpendicular horizontal direc-
tions and also very stable for different earth-
In Fig. 6, the transfer functions calculated as the average of the recorded larger earthquake motions between the ground surface level G9 (GL -1m) and the two down-hole levels, G1 (GL -302m) and G3 (GL -50m), are shown for the two perpendicular horizontal motions. Evidently, the functions are much the same in two orthogonal directions, indicating the soil layer in this site is quite isotropic in its dynamic response. Also remarkable is that the peak amplification factors take the values around 6 and do not change much from the lowest frequency peak to the higher frequency peaks.

In Fig. 7, the transfer functions calculated from the recorded horizontal motions between different down-hole levels are shown for two groups of earthquakes: a larger earthquake group in which the maximum horizontal acceleration at the ground surface is larger than 50 cm/s² and a smaller earthquake group in which the maximum acceleration is smaller than 25 cm/s². The two curves are essentially the same except for the upper part of the soil layer where peaks of the transfer function are slightly shifted toward the lower frequency for the larger earthquakes. This may indicate the effect of the nonlinear soil properties; though the effect seems minimal for earthquakes with the peak ground acceleration of about 100 cm/sec² or less.

4. ESTIMATION OF SOIL PROPERTIES BASED ON SEISMIC RESPONSE

In order to evaluate in-situ dynamic soil properties based on seismic response records, two kinds of numerical analysis were conducted by assuming the one-dimensional horizontal shear wave propagation in the vertical direction. Firstly, the one-dimensional seismic response analysis was carried out incorporating the soil properties based on laboratory soil tests to judge their appropriateness from the rate of the agreement between the analysis and the actual data. Secondly, the inversion method was employed to numerically optimize the most probable soil properties in each layer of the soil model to reproduce the actual response with least discrepancies in response.

One Dimensional Analysis with Given Properties

Numerical analyses have been carried out to simulate the measured response by using the SHAKE program developed by Schueller et al. (1982). The initial shear modulus for each layer was determined based on the measured in-situ shear wave velocity, whereas the strain-dependent changes of the shear modulus and the damping ratio were given on the basis of the Ramberg-Osgood Model with its parameters most appropriate for the laboratory test data as indicated with the solid curve in Fig. 3 (Tohna et al. 1992). The measured motion at the depth of 50.3m was given to the model and the motions of the upper layers were calculated.
Fig. 8 exemplifies the vertical distribution of the computed maximum horizontal acceleration compared with the measured values as well as the distributions of the maximum shear stress and the maximum shear strain for a larger seismic motion recorded in the site. The dotted curve in the graph corresponds to the case in which the strain-dependency of the damping ratio, $h$, is modified so that the lowest value of $h$ is fixed as 5% as shown in Fig. 3 on the ground that, as later described, the seismic records optimization evaluate the damping ratio of the sand layers as about 5%.

The transfer functions between G9 (near the surface) and G3 (GL=50.3m) for the same earthquake motion is shown in Fig. 9, which indicate that the computed transfer function using the damping ratio with the lower limit of 5 percent tends to give a slightly better agreement with the actual response in comparison with the damping ratio which approaches zero with decreasing strain level. However, there exists a striking difference between the actual and computed responses irrespective of the damping values in that the peak amplitudes in the transfer function of the SHAKE analysis tend to monotonically decline for higher frequency while those of the actual response stay at almost the same level. This may imply the hysteretic damping incorporated in the SHAKE analysis may not appropriately represent the actual damping mechanisms exerted in the small strain oscillation.

Tohno et al. (1982) has demonstrated that the introduction of the Maxwell type damping in which the damping ratio adversely proportional to the frequency will considerably improve the reproduction of the transfer function. Similar findings have been reported by several researchers who made comparative studies of earthquake motions between different down-hole levels.

On the other hand, in order to estimate the damping ratio exerted in deeper soil layers based on the measured data, the SHAKE analysis was performed for the soil model with the shear wave velocities of the deeper layers as shown in Fig. 1. The measured motion was given at the depth of G3 (GL=50.3m) and the computed results at G2 (GL=158m) and at G1 (GL=502m) were compared with the respective recorded motions. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of maximum accelerations in which the damping ratio for all the soil layers deeper than 50.3m is varied in three steps: 2.0%, 1.0%, and 0.5%.

This obviously indicates the appropriateness of damping ratio as low as 0.5% for the deep layer from GL=158m to GL=502m. It may also be said that for the layer from GL=50.3m to GL=158m a slightly higher damping ratio as 2% is probable. Considering that still higher damping ratios are evaluated for the soil layers shallower than
GL−50.3m, it may be concluded that the damping ratio of soil is very dependent on the depth.

Optimization by Inversion Method

Based on horizontal motion records with the maximum surface acceleration exceeding 50cm/sec², the shear wave velocities and the damping ratios of the soil layers were analytically evaluated by means of the inversion method (Ishida 1987). This calculation was implemented for the soil layers above the G3 point (GL−50.3m) where the seismometers are densely instrumented. The soil model was set up with the initial estimates on soil properties as shown with the broken lines in Fig.11 based on the S−wave logging results and initial guess on damping. Then the inversion was carried out iteratively to attain the best fitting between observed motions and analytical ones.

The converged results for seven different motions are together shown in Fig.11. It is evidently seen that the optimized shear wave velocity does not very much differ from the initial value on the whole. This may readily be understood from the fact that the maximum shear strain exerted in the ground during these earthquakes is estimated as $2 \times 10^{-8}$ at the largest based on the analytical results indicated in Fig.8.

---

Fig. 11 Estimation of Shear Wave Velocity and Damping Ratio by Optimization Method for 7 Recorded Motions
The damping ratio, by using a simpler four-layered model because of the technical reasons in computation, is optimized as around 5 or 6 percent for the most soil deeper than 3a. The damping ratio of 1 percent for the gravelly layer seems too small and unreliable considering the thickness of the layer is too thin to be reliably computed. Instead, the optimized value should be interpreted almost the same as the sand layers sandwiching the gravel layer. While these values are not so much different from the initial guess, the damping ratio in the top layer is remarkably larger as 6 to 17 percent. Despite some computational problems the results may contain, this appears to qualitatively reflect the actual performance of the soil that a larger damping is locally exerted in a surface soil where the confining stress is very small.

5. DAMPING RATIO OF IN-SITU AND LABORATORY

The damping ratio though difficult to evaluate in the field have been estimated by several Japanese researchers for various soils covering soft rock to soft clay based on the down-hole seismic survey, the vibrator test and the optimization of earthquake records corresponding to the soil depth of less than 50m and the strain level of 10^-4 or less as tabulated by Kokusho (1987). In Fig.12 these damping values are grouped for similar soil kinds and shown as probable intervals of the in-situ damping ratio. Evidently softer soils like alluvial clays and silts appear to have smaller damping ratio than stiff soils like gravel and soft rock, and sands tend to have a wide range of values in the middle.

On the other hand, Fig.13 summarizes the damping values and their strain-dependent variation for various soils (Kokusho 1987) measured in the laboratory by Japanese researchers. It is noteworthy that the laboratory damping values seem to be basically in accordance with the in-situ values indicated in Fig.12. It is also of interest that there are some soil materials which exhibit very high damping ratio under relatively low confining stress and that soft rock, different from the damping values indicated in Fig.12, can have relatively small damping ratio under high confining stress.

In TABLE-1, some of damping ratios more recently evaluated in the field by Japanese researchers are listed which include the values corresponding to very deep ground reaching one thousand meter or more. Also noted are the two research results (Tazo et al. 1987 and Suetomi et al. 1980) which have highlighted the strain dependent increase of the damping ratio during strong earthquakes.

In Fig.14, in-situ damping ratios are compared with damping ratios measured in the laboratory on intact samples recovered from corresponding

---

**TABLE 1** Damping Ratios of Various Soil/Rock Recently Evaluated in the Field by Japanese Researchers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damping Ratio (%)</th>
<th>Soil/Rock</th>
<th>Shear wave velocity (m/sec)</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Evaluation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2~4</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>700~900</td>
<td>0~300</td>
<td>S-wave logging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Sandstone/</td>
<td>1200~1500</td>
<td>600~1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silty sandstone</td>
<td>1000~1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandstone/</td>
<td>1000~1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coaliferous</td>
<td>100~600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Note: Soil strain is in the order of 10^-4 or less.*

*1: corresponding to 0.10 sec, 600 m/sec*

*2: corresponding to 0.10 sec, 600 m/sec*
depths in the same site. Though such data are still scarce in number it is obviously seen that the damping ratios are in most cases evaluated larger in-situ than in the laboratory. The specific reason for Sand I in K-site may seemingly be attributed to the very shallow depth (3a from the surface) of the sand layer where the confining stress is immensely low. The discrepancy is particularly conspicuous in deeper rock too where the earthquake record optimization tends to give several percent of the damping ratio in sharp contrast to one percent or less in laboratory tests.

In Fig.16 the damping ratios evaluated in-situ are plotted against the depth on the full logarithmic graph. A remarkable decrease in the damping ratio with increasing depth is quite evident despite rather large scatter of data. Though the data include a variety of soils or rocks, the effect of depth tends to overwhelm other effects if such a wide range of depth is concerned. Quite reasonably, the very large damping values near the ground surface obtained in K-site may be justified as an extreme value obtained by extrapolating the depth-dependent change. It is noted again that laboratory test data plotted in the same figure are obviously smaller than the in-situ evaluation for the same depth. According to laboratory test results under ultra-low confining stress (e.g. Kokusho 1982), the damping ratio of clean sand cannot be so large as to exceed 3 percent, thus being unable to explain the in-situ high damping ratio.

Thus, recent researches indicate that the in-situ and laboratory damping values more often differ than coincide presumably because both in-situ and laboratory evaluations of damping have their own problems and limitations.

There are several possible causes for the difference in both in-situ and laboratory evaluations. For the optimization method frequently incorporated in recent researches for in-situ evaluation, besides problems involved in the optimization scheme, the quality of referred wave motions have a decisive influence in that motions contaminated by waves other than vertically propagating body wave may lead to erroneous evaluation.

For the laboratory evaluation, the greatest limitation is that soil samples can represent only elements of a global soil layer. The quality of samples is another problem although its effect on damping evaluation may not be so serious as that on modulus evaluation (Kokusho 1987).

It has also been pointed out that the difference is not only for the absolute value but for its frequency-dependent variation. It has been repeatedly shown in many laboratory tests that soil damping is essentially of hysteretic
nature and almost independent of frequency. On the other hand a majority of in-situ damping evaluations by optimizing multi-level earthquake records indicates the damping is of the frequency-dependent Maxwell type.

As one of the probable explanations to fill the gap, some researchers have recently found that a numerical model of soil layers in which finer variations of wave velocities are introduced tends to better reproduce actual behavior than a simpler model with average wave velocities. Among them, Suettani et al. (1991) demonstrated that the introduction of finer variation in shear modulus into a two-dimensional FEM soil model results in an equivalent effect of the introduction of the Maxwell type frequency-dependent damping ratio and that, as the hysteretic damping incorporated in the model getting larger, the Maxwell type damping characteristics will subside in the seismic response. In the writers’ opinion, these researches suggest a possibility that higher frequency motions amplified by local fluctuations in shear modulus lead to the evaluation of apparently smaller damping ratio for higher frequency, for which the soil material damping in its strict meaning is by no means responsible.

While these discussions on the soil damping for small strain level may seem to be trivial from engineering point of view, it really makes a big difference in seismic response evaluation if long distance wave propagation in deep soil layers is involved in the evaluation. In the same context, the damping ratio in the deep soil is really an important issue to be further investigated.

6. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

Some of the findings obtained in recent researches on the effects of dynamic soil properties on seismic soil response may be summarized with special emphasis on the soil damping as follows:

a. The damping ratio evaluated in the field is likely to have very large values near the ground surface though laboratory tests under low confining stress seemingly cannot fully explain this.

b. On the contrary it appears to decrease even to less than one percent in the soil layer deeper than a few hundred meters despite rather large scatter in the evaluation.

c. Thus the depth of soil seems to be quite influential on soil damping.

d. In contrast to laboratory test results, in-situ soil damping exerted in seismic response in small strain level earthquake does not appear to be of hysteretic type but frequency-dependent Maxwell type.

Recent research results suggest that small fluctuations of shear modulus normally neglected in modelling soil layers may possibly have some effect on the apparent difference in damping mechanism between the field and the laboratory.

Certainly, more investigations are still needed for better understanding of dynamic soil properties particularly soil damping in the following respects.

a. Clarification of the damping mechanism in general for small strain level.

b. Critical review on the evaluation and interpretation methods of soil damping both in the field and in the laboratory.

c. Reliable evaluation of soil damping exerted both in deep and very shallow soil layers.

d. In-situ evaluation of soil damping exerted in various soils during strong earthquakes to be compared with hysteretic damping models.
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